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Slab pull and ridge push

Does the mantle convection drive plate tectonics?  After the discovery of radioactivity by Marie Curie and Henri Becquerel in 1896, it became clear that the inner part of the Earth would be heated by radioactive decay in the mantle and crust.  Rock is a bad conductor of heat.  If there was no other mechanism to cool the
interior, the internal conkhitis would have been largely melted.  However, growing seismic data from the beginning and first two decades of the 20th century showed that the bark and mantle were solid.  Holmes suggested that the interior is cooled by the convection of a solid, ducted mantle.  By 1928, Holmes used
mantle convection as a mechanism for continental drift production, as Wegener and DuTua discussed.  But the concept of conveck solid mantle was not very acceptable to the scientific mainstream of the time. In the 1960s, when there was a revolution in plate tectonics, the early hypothesis about the driving force of the
navy's proliferation returned to mantle convection.  In fact, convection almost certainly occurs in the mantle.  Seismic tomography of the mantle shows areas of lower seismic velocities - lower density (hot) mantle rock, which is supposed to grow, and other areas with higher seismic speed - higher density (not so hot) rock,
which should sink.  But some plates are very wide, thousands of kilometers from the ridge to the trench, and it does not seem plausible to have a convection cell that is very wide (thousands of kilometers) compared to its depth (less than 670 km).  Seismic tomography shows that the growth of the mantle material under
the ridges extends only for 200-400 km.  In addition, the interpretation of geoid anomalies, based on changes in gravity produced in habitable and downwelling areas, indicates that there are several convection cells under the Pacific plate.  The combined effect will not be the one that will control the movement of the plate
- some cells will help, some will hinder.  In addition, the atenosphere is weak enough that a relatively small force will be applied to the base of the oceanic lithosphere with a convectic mantle. So if it's not convection, what? Most important forces: Gravity - the ridge push and slather pull (Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975) the ridge
push lithosphere thickens with distance (and time) from the middle ridge.  This is because it cools as it moves away from the ridge and the boundary between the solid lithosphere and the slightly molten asthenosphere becomes deeper - the boundary between the lithosphere and the asthenosphere is essentially the
temperature boundary.  The result of this thickening with the distance from the ridge is that the lithosphere/astonosphere borders the slopes from the ridge.  The weight of the lithosphere on this sloping surface produces the force of the fall.  And since the atenosphere is weak, the weight of the lithosphere near the ridge
down the slippery slope of the atenosphere pushes the old part of the plate in front of it. Note that as the lithosphere slides down from the ridge, stretched forces and normal fault earthquakes occur on the ridge axis, where two plates slip (pull) apart. Slab pull As the lithospheric plates move away from the midoce ridges
they cool and become denser. Eventually they become denser than the underlying hot mantle. After subduction, cool, dense lithosphere sinks into the mantle under its own weight. This helps pull the rest of the plate down with it. Resistance to the forces of the main effect of the underlying mantle is to produce a haircut or
frictional force, resisting the movement of lithospheric plates. And for the new subduction plates, the resisting force of the mantle as the cooker tries to force its way through stronger than the haircut on the top and bottom of the downward slab. Friction between converged plates, as well as the force needed to bend the
plate, resist the movement of the plate in subduction zones. It seems likely that gravity controls the plates and the movement of the plates help to stir the mantle rather than the convection of the mantle driving the plates. However, the flow of the mantle may be important at the local level with regard to the movement of
deep-kil continents (thickened lithosphere, especially in old orhorn belts), but not for the oceanic lithosphere. The proposed driving force for the movement of tectonic plates resulting from the lithosphere sliding down the raised atenosphere below the mid-ocean ridge ridges of the ridge push (also known as gravitational
glide) or sliding force slabs is a proposed driving force for the movement of plates in the tectonic plates that occurs in the middle of the ocean ridges as a result of the rigid lithosphere down the slip of the hot, raised atenosphere below the ocean. Although it's called a ridge push, the term is somewhat misleading; it is
actually the force of the body that acts throughout the ocean plate, not just on the ridge, as a result of gravitational pull. The name comes from earlier models of plate tectonics in which the ridge push was primarily credited with upwelling magma in the middle of ocean ridges pushing or clogging plates apart. The
Mechanics Chart of the Mid-Ocean Ridge, showing the jolt of a ridge near the mid-ocean ridge and the lack of a crest push after the 90 Ma Ridge push is the result of gravitational forces acting on the young, raised ocean lithosphere around the mid-ocean ridges, forcing it to slide down similarly raised but weaker
atmosphere and push the lithosic material further away from the ridges. Mid-ocean ridges are long underwater mountain ranges that occur on different plate boundaries in the ocean, where the new oceanic crust as a result of the spread of tectonic plates and relatively shallow (above 60 km) melting decompression. The
ups and downs of the mantle and the fresh bark are and less dense than the surrounding crust and mantle, but cool and contract with age before reaching equilibrium with the old crust around 90 Ma. This gives an isostatic response that causes the young regions closest to the plate boundary to rise above the older
regions and gradually sink with age, producing the morphology of the mid-ocean ridge. The great heat on the ridge also weakens the rock closer to the surface, raising the boundary between the fragile lithosphere and the weaker, ducted astosphere to create a similar elevated and sloping feature under the ridge. These
raised characteristics produce a ridge push; Gravity descending on the lithosphere into the mid-ocean ridge is mostly opposed to normal force from the underlying rock, but the rest acts to push the lithosphere down the slothosphere and away from the ridge. Since the atenosphere is weak, the ridge push and other
driving force are enough to deform it and allow the lithosphere to slide over it, the opposing drag on the boundary of the Litosphere-Astosphere and the resistance of subduction on the borders of the converged plates. Ridge Push is mostly active in the lithosphere under 90 Ma, after which it has cooled enough to achieve
thermal equilibrium with the old material and the slope of the lithosphere-astinosphere boundary becomes virtually zero. History Early Ideas (1912-1962) Despite its current state as one of the driving forces of tectonic plates, the ridge push was not included in any of Alfred Wegener's 1912-1930 continental drift proposals
that were produced prior to the discovery of the Mid-Ocean Ridges and there were no specific mechanisms by which this process could have occurred. Even after the development of acoustic depth sensing and the discovery of global mid-ocean ridges in the 1930s, the idea of extending the force operating on ridges was
not mentioned in the scientific literature until Harry Hes's proposal to spread the seabed in 1960, which included pushing force into the mid-ocean ridges as a result of the spread of magma on the coast. The gravitational models in 1964 and 1965, Egon Rinovan, proposed the first gravitational mechanism of propagation
on the mid-ocean ridges, postulating that the propagation could be derived from the principles of Isostasa. Under Orova's proposal, pressure inside and directly under the elevated ridge is greater than pressure in the oceanic crust in both directions due to the greater weight of the excessive rock, forcing the material from
the ridge, while the lower density of the ridge material relative to the surrounding crust will gradually compensate for the greater volume of the rock to the depths of the isostatic compensation. Similar models were proposed by Libutry in 1969, Parsons and Reacher in 1980 and others. In 1969, Hales model in which the
raised lithosphere among the ocean ocean slid down the highlands of the ridge, and in 1970 Jacobi suggested that less dense material and isostasy orowan and other offerings produced an uplift that led to a slip similar to Hales's proposal. The term power of the crest of the joo was coined by Forsyth and Uyed in 1975.
Early plate tectonics, such as the Harry Hes sea floor model, assumed that plate movements and activity of mid-ocean ridges and subduction zones were primarily the result of convection currents in the mantle dragging on the crust and supplying fresh hot magma to the mid-ocean ridges. Further development theories
have shown that some form of crest push helped supplement the convection in order to keep the plate moving, but in the 1990s, calculations showed that the cooker pull, the force that the subduction part of the plate exerts on the enclosed bark on the surface, was an order of magnitude stronger than the crest push. By
1996, plate attraction was generally considered the dominant mechanism driving plate tectonics. Modern studies, however, show that the effects of the plate's attraction are largely negated by resistance to the forces in the mantle, limiting it to only 2-3 times the effective force force of the propeller push in most plates, and
that the convection of the mantle is probably too slow for resistance between the lithosphere and the astosphere to account for the observed movement of the plates. This restores the ridge's push as one of the dominant factors in the movement of the plate. The opposing forces of Ridge push primarily against the
resistance plate, which is the drag force of the rigid lithosphere moving over the weaker, ducted astosphere. The models calculated that the ridge pressure is probably enough to overcome plate resistance and maintain plate movement in most areas. The attraction of the plate is also opposed by resistance to the
subduction of the lithosphere into the mantle at the borders of the converged plate. Notable studies of Rezene Mahatsente's qualifications show that the driving forces caused by ridge pressure would be scattered by faults and earthquakes in the plate material containing a large amount of unbound water, but they
conclude that the ridge pressure is still a significant driving force in existing plates due to the rarity of intraplate earthquakes in the ocean. In plates with particularly small or young subduction slabs, the pressing of the ridge can be the dominant driving force in the movement of the plate. According to Stefanik and Jurdi, the
ridge push force on the South American plate is about five times the gravity of the plates operating on its subduction fields due to the small size of subduction slabs in the fields of Scotland and the Caribbean. The Nazca plate also experiences a relatively small plate attraction, roughly equal to its push, because the
material plate is young (no more million years) and therefore less dense, with a less tendency to immerse yourself in the mantle. It also results in the subduction slab of the Naska experiencing the subduction of the flat slab, one of the few places in the world where it is currently taking place. Inquiries: b c d e f g Turcotte,
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